MINUTES OF MELLOR COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION
MEETING HELD
WEDNESDAY 13th June at 7:30 pm
Committee Present: J Hymas [JH]
J Foster [JF]
K Dean [KD]
L Foster [LF]
N Roberts [NR]
S Hughes [SH]
Also Present:

A Sharpe [AS]

Apologies:

T Entwistle [TE]
G Hargreaves [GH]
Lead on actions

The May minutes were agreed to be a full and accurate record of the meeting.
Nothing further has been heard from the woman who allegedly had an incident JF
with a wooden post in the car park. JF will check whether the insurance policy
requires pre-notification of potential claims.
It was agreed to adopt the GDPR document as a whole. LF will check for
grammar errors.

LF

It was agreed that users whose data is on the website should be contacted. JF
JF
will check that it is still accurate and that the users are happy for it to remain on
the website.
KD found that the price of a spring for the tennis court would be £126.75. It was
suggested not to acquire the spring for the time being.
JF took the meeting through the May accounts. There was a net deficit of
£18,585.00. This was mainly due to the building work, plus some work on the
boiler. It was suggested that the MCA be sensibly frugal until such time as the
reserves are built up again.

JF

15th September was confirmed by the Balderstone Brass Band as the date for
JF
the Brass Night of the Proms. JF will ask about a potential date for the Christmas
concert – Monday 10th December was suggested.
It was suggested a ceilidh could be held. JH thought that Pete Hobkirk might
know a caller.
The issue of the colour to paint the hall has been carried forward.
There has been nothing further heard from Neil McMillan regarding VAT.
The trees that were causing issues by the wall are down now, though there is
currently no fence up.
There has been nothing heard from the Houghton Players.
Regarding Phase One, the security lights are to go up and the loo roll holders,
etc., are imminent.
The final total cost for Phase One was £55,542.80, of which grants covered
£37,768.00. Therefore the cost to the MCA was £17,774.80, which is less than in
the original evaluation.

A representative from the LEF visited to view Phase One. JH got the impression
that the representative was pleased with the result, which should help with the
application for funding for Phase Two.
KD suggested putting a plaque up with the names of all the people and bodies
who provided money for Phase One, and possibly invite users to open it. It was
decided that officially opening Phase One would be better done once the hall
floor was done, or at least when it was known when it would be going to be
done, so that an announcement about Phase Two could be made at the same
time.
It is likely that Phase Two will not happen this summer due to grant delays, as
the committee is still waiting to hear the decision of Sport England.
KD was thanked for all his hard work on the building projects.
JF has a complete list of hall users. It was suggested that the data could be put
on the laptop. It was suggested that it first be checked whether this is
acceptable under GDPR, but that as the laptop is password-protected it would
probably be secure. It was queried whether Blackburn Alarms can access the
laptop. They can, but only under certain conditions when somebody is present
to allow them access.
The Blackburn Alarms system works as specified.
The AGM will be held on 11th July. Notices have gone out.
Leaflets and notices have gone out about the walking treasure hunt on 7th July. It JH, JF
was suggested that hall users could do some events whilst the treasure hunt
was taking place. A performance by the singing group and another musical
interlude are already planned. The yarn-bombing is in progress. GH is doing
something involving painting stones. JH has the treasure hunt nearly finished. It
was suggested that it should be £2 to enter. The cafe will run. There will not be a
tombola, but there will be a raffle. JF will enquire regarding potentially having a
bar, though there may not be enough notice.
JF suggested putting up the booking prices from 1st August by £1 on the hall and
£2 on the meeting room. JH suggested one price for regular users and one for
one-off users. It was agreed to implement higher prices with an increase of £1
on the hall to £15 per hour, and £1 on the meeting room to £6 per hour. All
prices remain for guidance only.
KD commented that JF does a fantastic job. JH seconded.
The meeting closed at 8:27 pm.
The next meeting will be held on Wednesday 8th August at 7:30 pm.

